THE LAST GENRO
ances and well-wishers, who had learned of Saionji's unannounced
visit to his home town,
Now the cherry-blossoms were entirely gone, the globeflovvers were
no more. While the late varieties of azalea, peony, and iris continued
to bloom, the lotus in the pond showed a few white flowers with large
round leaves and the wisteria with long hanging coralla reached its
prime of beauty.
The skylark became common and sang from sunrise to the dark,
flying over the fields covered with green and decorated with yellow
and purple wild flowers. The songs of the nightingale and the robin
were heard less frequently. The boys flying kites begun to take refuge
in the shade during the midday* Early varieties of the cicada from
the pine groves added to the weariness of the hot days with their
languorous chirping and at night the frogs from the near-by watering
spot raised their unintelligible sounds. The moMjuitoes were increas-
ingly annoying. Early in the evening housekeepers had to drive them
out from the house by burning incense, and at bedtime the hemp
mosquito net had to be spread in the room to keep the tenacious crea-
tures away so that one might get a comfortable night's rest. On dark
evenings, the fireflies on the river bank attracted children as well as
adults. In the late night and early morning, when all was calm, the
distinct, tragic sounds of the cuckoo, one of the favorite sentimental
themes in Nipponese poetry for centuries past, were heard by half-
awakened ears.
Travelling and the outdoor activities of people in Kyoto increased.
The offerings at the temples and shrines multiplied. At every noted
visiting-place, salesgirls and the stalls which supplied the traditional
gifts grew in number* Men and women changed from heavy to light
clothes. Groups of soft-spoken Kyoto beauties strolled along the Kamo
River by day and night with fans in their hands,
The historic implications of the monumental buildings, and the sights
and social activities in the ancient city, made Okiku understand why
Saionji had regretted its modernization.
la the center of the Kyoto gay quarter around the Ynjyo bridge,
which spans the Kamo River, two types of folk-dances were annually
presented in April and in May, Okiku preferred the ntiyako dance
that kept more old characteristics than its counterpart, the faster
Kamogawa. She was impressed by the historic procession of die Aoi
Mtfsuri, modelled after the ancient Imperial inarch in honor of the
Lower Kamo Shrine in May*

